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A Dubai based company with clients in 14 countries. Opaala was born out of a 
desire to support the  F&B and Hospitality industry by improving efficiency, reducing 
overhead costs, and increasing revenue. Our innovative approach,flexibility, and 
contactless nature also means we’re the ideal solution for the current COVID reality, 
and well into the future, to support business growth in any environment.

WE ARE OPAALA



A FEW OF OUR GREAT PARTNERS



WHAT 
DO THEY 
SAY 
ABOUT 
US



NIKKI BEACH

“ Opaala helped us increase our sales by over 
10% of the yearly Budget (2020), and by 
over 15% above the last year’s Budget (2019 
as compared to 2020).

A great way of introducing promotions 
effectively. More efficient operation and faster 
service, almost eliminating time spent over the 
phone taking orders. “

Vinod Nair - Private Dining & Celebrations Manager

Despite a much shorter season with  limited capacity, Opaala 
helped Nikki Beach Dubai reduce their cost and surpass all 
revenue expectations.



ZABEEL HOUSE
By Jumeirah

“ Opaala has added considerable value to 
both LAH LAH and Social Company in terms 
of revenue generation, ease of service and 
customer goodwill. “
Luke James - General Manager Zabeel House Hotel



NIGHTJAR
“...The most significant metric is that we have 
increased sales to peak season levels at the 
lowest point of the season, which is Dubai’s 
summer, and all this during a pandemic.”

Leon Surynt - Owner Nightjar



IT’S ALL 
ABOUT 
R.O.E



Using our powerful, cost effective, mobile ordering platform helps you 

INCREASE REVENUE
DECREASE OVERHEAD
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

OPAALA WAS CREATED TO SUPPORT THE 
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY WITH 3 OBJECTIVES



Opaala helps increase efficiency improve service, reduce overhead costs, and increase revenue.

ALL ABOUT RESULTS

REDUCE COST - ON AVERAGE BY
From printing cost, to staff allocation, 
opaala helps you optimize your team 
and reduce staffing costs while 
maintaining superior service. 15%

INCREASE IN ORDERS & REVENUE
By using images, upselling features, 
and giving your customers the ability to 
order at anytime, venues are seeing an 
increase in orders and revenue.25%



Everything your customers need 
at the tip of their fingertips.

They can order food, buy 
merchandise, speak with staff, or 
request services in the language 
of their choice, directly from their 
mobile phone.

NOTHING TO DOWNLOAD

INTUITIVE. BEAUTIFUL. POWERFUL.



NOTHING TO DOWNLOAD
Opaala is not an app and does not require any 
special software or hardware. It operates directly 
off your customers mobiles phone browser.

Dynamic menus
Customizable, dynamic menus that automatically 
display or hide time/date based specials.

Search & Filters
Live search features allow customers to 
automatically view the results of their search as 
they type. Food allergen and diet filters ensure 
your customers can easily find what they need.

Order Customization and up-selling
Opaala provides robust modifier support, from 
predefined modifiers to a comment box, allowing 
your guest to have their order just the way they 
like it. While your customers are customizing their 
order to suit their taste, they can automatically be 
offered add-ons helping you to upsell.

PLATFORM FEATURES



Provide your customers with the ability to view 
your menu in the language & currency of their 
choice for a better experience. Ideal for hotels, 
airports, conventions, and much more.

New languages and currency can be added 
quickly from the CMS, and currency exchange 
rates can be changed manually or tied to online 
exchange APIs.

Ideal for restaurants, hotels, airports, 
conventions, and much more.

MULTI LANGUAGE & MULTI CURRENCY



Clarity
Customers can track their orders during their stay, view all paid 
and unpaid items for full transparency.

Automatic bill splitting.
Opaala automatically splits the bill of customers.

Order Tracking
Customers can move around from table to table throughout 
the day and Opaala automatically tracks every order ordered 
with a timestamp and table number it was ordered from.

Payment
Opaala offers multiple payment options that best suit you and 
your customers. Bill to room, pay in cash, Apple Pay, Google 
Pay, and Credit Card payments are all available.

Zones
With Opaala you can divide your venue into multiple zones 
each connected to a different POS, while keeping all the data 
centralized. You can push different offers per zone, or even 
different payment options. 

Privacy & Security
Your guest’s privacy is a key priority. Opaala never gathers 
any personal information. We never require users to register 
or provide personal information to use the platform. Creating 
a profile is an optional process that customers choose to do. 
Profiles allow you to understand your customers better, their 
tastes and needs, to better serve them.

PLATFORM FEATURES



With the “Call Staff” feature, customers can communicate with 
your staff instantly. They can choose what they need from a 
drop down menu of your choice and type in their request. 
Your staff receives the request instantly along with the table 
number, cutting down the number of trips required while 
improving service and efficiency.

COMMUNICATION WITH STAFF



Loyalty card integration, discounts 
codes, personalized vouchers, and 
wallet balance are all new features 
that have quickly become a hit with 
our customers and their customers.

LOYALTY. VOUCHERS. eWALLET



OPAALA 
FOOD COURT. 
A TRUE 
MULTIBRAND 
SINGLE CART 
EXPERIENCE





CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Scan QR Code 
to access the 

Food Hall menu

Place order from 
multiple vendors 

in one cart

Pay @ checkout in 
chosen currency - all 
cards and apple pay 

are accepted

Receive 
notification that 

order is ready for 
pick up (or it’s 

delivered)

Browse menu in 
chosen language, 
filter vendor, food 

type, allergies 



RETAILER JOURNEY

Enjoy increased order 
volumes & higher 

AOV. Get full visibility 
on orders plus real 

time analytics at your 
fingertips. Incentives 

repeat visits via 
vouchers + monetize 

customers via ads

Notification is sent 
to the customer to 

pick up the order or 
service staff deliver 

the order and identify 
the customer based 

on table & zone

Order is approved 
and processed by 

service staff 

Order is sent to 
vendors POS or 

admin panel, which is 
accessible via tablet

Customer 
places and order 
and makes the 

payment 



1. One menu multiple venues. Choose any brand - 2. Pick your items - 3. Choose modifiers
4. Pick items from other brands - 5. Review cart and pay one bill

MULTIPLE BRANDS ONE CART



TABLET, POS, & PAYMENT GATEWAY OPTIONS

Opaala offers complete flexibility of operation. Run Opaala 
off a tablet,  plug it into a printer, or integrate directly into 
your existing POS system (including Micros, Infrasys, and 
many more), or cloud kitchen system, for fast convenient, 
customizable setup.

Same applies for payments. Choose from pay per order or 
pay at the end, pickup or seat delivery.  Customer can pay 
through the platform or directly to your staff.

And finally we can integrate directly into your payment 
gateway, or take advantage of the discounted fees with our 
payment gateway. 

Opaala is created around you.

TABLET. PRINTER. POS



Prepaid or Postpaid. Apple Pay, Card, or Cash you 
decide the options you want to give your customers.

YOU CONTROL PAYMENT



Your dashboard allows you to create multiple 
brands, each with multiple venues that are all under 
the same umbrella. You can view daily or historical 
data on an individual venue level or across all rands 
and venues at the same time.

The intuitive CMS allows you to take full control of 
your menu, make changes instantly, add items, 
images, or schedule specials and offers.

Create users each with their own unique level of 
access based on your requirements.

DATA DASHBOARD & CMS



TECHNOLOGY
Opaala is a  browser-based, cloud native platform using https from 
the browser inside the phone. The end customer is not required to 
download anything. 

END CUSTOMER FEATURES
Opaala identifies individual tables via unique QR codes and NFC 
tags. When the menu is displayed in their phone, customers can 
filter the for food allergies, display items in multiple languages and 
prices in multiple currencies. Live search lets them navigate to 
specific dishes. 
Customers can modify their order via a list from the venue and add 
additional comments. They can also call the waiter directly for non 
menu items like clearing the table or bringing an ashtray.
Menus also have a Bestseller section. This updates the menu 
every day at 3am with the previous days best selling items and 
adds them to the cumulative list.
Opaala automatically splits the bill of customers on the same table.

OPERATIONS FEATURES
We provide an intuitive browser-based CMS that allows venues 
to update their menus, add, edit & hide items and sections. 
Scheduling lets venues display specific sections (breakfast, happy 
hour etc) only when they are relevant. Menus can be displayed in 
any language or character set, RTL or LTR. Our dynamic currency 
conversion also allows you to list multiple currencies so the 
customer can display prices in their choice. 
Venues can add calories and VAT to items. These are automatically 
tracked in our data dashboard. 
Opaala also provides robust modifier support, allowing the venue 
to upsell items and increase SPH.
Tracking: Customers can move around from table to table 
throughout the day and Opaala automatically tracks every order 
ordered with a timestamp and table number it was ordered from.
Features such as “Call Waiter” for inVenue and “Concierge” for 
inRoom allows your customers to instantly communicate their 
needs with your team through the Opaala platform or our direct 
WhatsApp integration.

Opaala is a remote delivery platform that allows customers to browse a menu on their 
phone and order food and beverage items direct to their table or seat within venues.

OVERVIEW



OPERATIONS ADMIN PANEL 
The Admin Panel for receiving orders and waiter requests exists 
as an iOS app & Android app. We also offer the Admin Panel via a 
secure https URL, viewable via a browser.
Operations is informed of new customer requests (orders, waiter 
calls, bill requests) by a notification tone. Customer requests are 
easily identifiable and are kept in the history of the panel for 12 hours. 
Orders are kept in the CMS forever and can be easily accessed. 
Orders can be confirmed, edited or canceled from the Admin panel. 

DATA
Opaala provides both daily and historical data dashboards that 
display spend per table, per hour, top selling items, compare new 
customers to returning ones and list combinations. We can group 
this any way that suits you and can compare different venues or 
even different areas of a venue side-by-side so operations can 
improve efficiency of both staff and table layout.   

INTEGRATION 
Opaala can integrate with most POS systems or run as a stand-
alone platform.

PAYMENT 
Our payment gateway uses 3D Secure Authentication & is PCI-DSS 
Certified. It is accessible through an iFrame or direct via API. 
We’re also able to integrate directly into the venues payment 
gateway for instant transactions between customer and venue.

SECURITY
All communications between the users’ phone and operations are 
secure via tokenisation. They remain anonymous and Opaala does 
not keep any personal information.

OVERVIEW



OPAALA 
IN THE 
NEWS



The Business Breakfast
By Dubai Eye

Featured On Business Dubai 
By Dubai Tourism

Bloomberg Asharq

IN THE NEWS

Zabeel House Uses Opaala To Be Covid 
Complaint & Improve Service

https://youtu.be/19_ak4scTkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWT53_aU0eQ
https://youtu.be/PHzP-hKmVyI
https://youtu.be/PP-8wxZ8fY0


IN THE NEWS

Entrepreneur Middle East Gulf News Arabian Business

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/353606
https://gulfnews.com/business/corporate-news/opaala-a-contactless-and-eco-friendly-dining-solution-1.1597259140024
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/startup/456374-how-dubais-virtual-waiter-opaala-saw-growth-during-coronavirus-crisis


hello@opaala.comhello@opaala.com

mailto: hello@opaala.com



